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CREATIVE HAIRCUTS: LONG HAIR
Advanced creative haircuts require a high level of skill and creativity 
from the hairstylist. These haircuts often involve complex 
techniques, such as intricate layering, asymmetrical cutting, and 
blending different lengths and textures to create a unique and 
eye-catching look. They can be customized to suit different face 
shapes, hair types, and personal styles, and can range from edgy 
and bold to soft and romantic.

Collaboration between you and the stylist is key to ensuring the final 
result meets your expectations and suits your lifestyle.

Appointments for advanced creative haircuts may take longer than 
traditional haircuts, as each cut is customized to you. However, the 
end result is often well worth the investment intime and money, as 
the you leave with a truly unique and personalized haircut that 
enhances their natural beauty. At our salon, our hairstylists are 
trained extensively to stay up to date with the latest techniques and 
tools used in advanced creative haircuts. We pride ourselves on 
working closely with our clients to ensure that they leave 



with a haircut that is tailored to their individuality and style. Whether 
it's an edgy pixie cut or a soft and romantic lob, we are dedicated to 
providing a high-quality service that leaves our clients feeling 
confident and beautiful.

There are many types of haircuts that can be customized to suit an 
individual's face shape, hair type, and personal style.

Butterfly Layers: Butterfly layers are a short, layered haircut with 
shorter top layers and longer bottom layers, creating a wing-like 
effect that adds volume and texture to the hair. It's a great way to add 
dimension to short hair while maintaining a unique look

Waterfall Layers: This layering technique involves cutting the hair in 
cascading layers that flow into each other, creating a seamless 
transition from short to long hair. This technique works well for adding 
volume to thin hair.

Mermaid Layers: This layering technique involves creating long, loose 
layers that mimic the look of mermaid hair. The layers are typically cut 
in a slightly uneven fashion to add texture and movement.
 



Classic Layers: This layering technique involves creating uniform 
layers throughout the hair, adding movement and volume to the hair 
without creating a specific shape.

Feathered Layers: This layering technique involves cutting the hair 
in feather-like layers, with shorter layers on top and longer layers 
underneath. This creates a light, airy effect and works well for 
adding volume to fine hair.

Face-framing Layers: This layering technique involves cutting 
layers around the face to create a flattering, face-framing effect. 
This technique works well for all face shapes and hair types.

Choppy Layers: This layering technique involves cutting the hair in 
uneven, choppy layers to create a textured, edgy look. This 
technique is often used on short to medium-length hair.

Wolf/Shag Layers: This layering technique involves creating layers 
that are shorter on top and longer on the bottom, creating a shaggy, 
unkempt/messy effect. This technique is often used on longer hair 
to create a bohemian or rock-inspired look.



Angled Bob with Layers: This is a variation of the classic bob cut, 
featuring a diagonal angle with shorter hair in the back and longer 
hair in the front. The addition of layers adds movement and texture 
for a versatile and customizable hairstyle.

V-Shape Layers: This layering technique involves cutting the hair in 
a V-shape, with the shortest layers at the crown of the head and the 
longest layers at the bottom. This technique is often used on long, 
straight hair to create a more dynamic look.

Asymmetrical Cut: This is a specific type of haircut where the hair 
is cut into an uneven shape, with one side longer than the other. 
This technique is often used on short to medium-length hair to 
create an edgy, avant-garde look.

Undercut: This is a specific type of haircut where the hair on the 
sides and/or back of the head is shaved or cut very short, while the 
hair on top is left longer. This technique is often used on short to 
medium-length hair to create a bold, androgynous look.



Top Knot: This is a specific hairstyle where the hair is pulled up into 
a knot on top of the head. This technique works well on all hair types 
and is a popular choice for a quick and easy updo.

Pixie Cut: This is a specific type of short haircut where the hair is 
cut very short all over, typically leaving a longer section on top. This 
technique works well for highlighting facial features and creating a 
bold, statement look.

Straight Cut: This is a simple haircut where the hair is cut straight 
across at the ends. This technique works well on all hair types and 
creates a clean, classic look. 

V-Cut: This is a haircut where the hair is cut to a single length with 
a V-shape trim at the back. This technique works well on long, 
straight hair. 

U-Cut: A U-cut is a style that creates a U-shape at the bottom of the
hair. It is a simple, low-maintenance cut that works well for most 
hair types.



Blunt Cut: A blunt cut is a precise and sharp hairstyle that features 
a straight-line cut without any layers or texture. This hairstyle can 
be customized to fit individual preferences and creates a bold and 
sophisticated look that is easy to maintain.

Long Bob: Also known as a "lob," a long bob is a shoulder-length cut 
that is longer in the front and shorter in the back. It can be styled 
straight or with waves, and is a versatile option for those who want 
a shorter cut without going too short.

Inverted Bob: An inverted bob is a variation of the classic bob, 
where  the hair is shorter in the back and longer in the front, 
creating a stacked effect. It's a stylish and modern cut that can be 
worn with or without bangs.

Curtain Bangs: Curtain bangs are a versatile hairstyle where the 
bangs are parted in the middle and swept to the sides, framing the 
face like a curtain. They work well with any hair length and texture.



Side-Swept Bangs: Side-swept bangs are a classic style that are 
swept to one side of the forehead. They're a flattering option for 
most face shapes and can be incorporated into a variety of 
hairstyles.

Face-Framing Bangs: Face-framing bangs are a style that are cut 
to frame the face, often shorter on the sides and longer in the front. 
They're a great option for those who want to add dimension to their 
hair and accentuate their features.

French Bangs: French bangs, also called "Bardot" bangs, are wispy, 
longer than regular bangs, and parted in the middle, framing the 
face in a soft, romantic manner. They work with various hair 
textures and lengths.

Baby/Micro Bangs: Baby or micro bangs are a style where the 
bangs are cut very short, just above or below the eyebrows. It's a 
bold and edgy look that can be difficult to pull off, but when done 
right, can be very stylish and chic.
 
  



₹900

CREATIVE HAIRCUTS: LONG HAIR
These haircuts are known for their creativity and unique styles, 
including Butterfly Layers, Waterfall Layers, Mermaid Layers, 
Classic Layers, Feathered Layers, Face-Framing Layers, Choppy 
Layers, Wolf/Shag Layers, Angled Bob-Layered, V-Shape Layers, 
Asymmetrical-Cut, Under-Cut, Top Knot & Pixie Cut.

GST Extra
Pre-wash Chargeable



ESSENTIAL HAIRCUTS: LONG HAIR
These haircuts are recognized for their simple and easy 
maintenance, and they include the Straight-Cut, U-Cut, V-Cut, Blunt 
Cut, and Long Bob.

ESSENTIAL  ..............................................................................
UNDER 12  .................................................................................
FRINGE  ....................................................................................

₹450
₹350
₹200

GST Extra. Pre-wash Chargeable



CLEANSE, NOURISH & BLOWDRY
Experience our Cleanse, Nourish, and Blow-dry service, designed to 
leave your hair looking and feeling its best. We thoroughly cleanse 
your hair, nourish it with tailored products, and use blow dryers and 
styling tools to create a beautiful, long-lasting style. 
SULPHATE FREE CLEANSING  ..................................................
NOURISHING MASK   ..................................................................
BLOWDRY WITH HEAT PROTECTION & STYLING PRODUCTS* ...
BLOWDRY WITHOUT HEAT PROTECT & STYLING PRODUCTS* ..

₹100
₹100
₹500
₹350

GST Extra. Pre-wash Chargeable



LOREAL / OTHERS
SHAMPOOING  .............................................................................
CONDITIONING   ..........................................................................

₹200
₹200

GST Extra.



FLAT IRONING & CURLS
Our salon offers professional flat ironing and curling services using 
high-quality tools and products. Our experienced stylists will help 
you achieve the perfect look while protecting your hair from 
damage. Visit us for sleek straight hair or bouncy curls.

UPTO WAIST ....................................
UPTO MIDBACK  ..............................
UPTO SHOULDER  ...........................

CURLS
₹1150
₹950
₹750

FLAT IRON
₹850
₹650
₹550

GST Extra
Pre-wash Chargeable



UP-DO’S
An updo can be customized to suit your individual style. Whether it's 
a sleek bun or a messy twist, the skilled staff will create a timeless 
and elegant look for any occasion using traditional and modern 
techniques.

Quote provided upon request
from ₹500 upto ₹2500



THREADING
Threading is a gentle hair removal technique using a cotton thread. 
Precise and long-lasting, it's ideal for shaping eyebrows and 
removing hair from the face and other areas.

EYEBROWS .....................................
OTHER PARTS  ................................

₹68
₹43 PER PART

GST Extra.



GLOBAL COLORING
Global coloring is a hair coloring technique where color is applied to 
the entire head. It's ideal for changing natural hair color or covering 
gray hair with long-lasting results.

UPTO WAIST .............
UPTO MIDBACK .........
UPTO SHOULDER .....
ROOT TOUCH UP .......
(2 INCHES)

BLACK HENNA .........
BLACK HENNA .........
(TOUCH UP 2 INCHES)
NATURAL HENNA......
EXTRA THICKNESS...

₹4000
₹3000
₹2500
₹1250

₹1150
₹750

₹900
₹750

GST Extra
Pre-wash Chargeable



HIGHLIGHTS / LOWLIGHTS
Elevate your look with our hair color services: highlights for a 
sun-kissed glow, lowlights for rich depth and contrast. Expertly 
tailored, stunning results for your unique style and personality.

UPTO WAIST ......................................................................
UPTO MIDBACK .................................................................
UPTO SHOULDER ..............................................................
PRE-LIGHTENING CHARGES EXTRA .................................

PER FOIL
₹300
₹250
₹210
₹180

GST Extra. Pre-wash Chargeable



CREATIVE / NEON / BALAYAGE
OMBRE / SOMBRE / BLOCK
Express your individuality: Creative for personalized, one-of-a-kind 
styles, Neon for eye-catching brightness, Balayage for sun-kissed 
dimension, Ombre for seamless dark-to-light gradients, Sombre for 
gentle, natural transitions, and Block coloring for bold, 
statement-making contrasts. Enhance your look with our expert, 
tailored techniques.

Quote provided
upon request



SMOOTHENING / RE-BONDING
KERATIN / PERM
Elevate your hair's texture with our services: Smoothening for a 
sleek, frizz-free finish; Rebonding for perfectly straight locks; 
Keratin Smoothening for improved manageability; and Perming for 
bouncy, long-lasting curls.

UPTO WAIST .............................................................................
UPTO MIDBACK ........................................................................
UPTO SHOULDER .....................................................................
TOUCH UP (4-5) INCHES ..........................................................

₹8500
₹7100
₹5750
₹4250

GST Extra.



WAXING

FULL BODY .....
FULL LEGS .....
BACK ..............
FULL ARMS ....
HALF LEG .......
HALF ARMS .....
CHEST ............

RICA
₹2100
₹600
₹550
₹450
₹450
₹350
₹350

HONEY
₹1800
₹500
₹450
₹350
₹350
₹290
₹290

STOMACH .......
UNDERARMS ..
UPPER LIP .....
CHIN ..............
FOREHEAD ....
SIDE-LOCKS ..

RICA
₹350
₹250

₹90
₹90
₹90
₹90

HONEY
₹290
₹150

₹60
₹60
₹60
₹60

GST Extra



OTHER SERVICES
HEAD, NECK, SHOULDER & ARMS MASSAGE* .........................
EXPRESS HEAD MASSAGE* (15MIN) .........................................
HEAD STEAM ADD-ON .............................................................

SINGLE EAR PIERCING ............................................................ 
DOUBLE EAR PIERCING ...........................................................

₹650
₹350
₹150

₹300
₹450

GST Extra. *Wash Charged Extra.



TERMS OF ENTRY & SALON/SPA ETIQUETTE
Advanced bookings for salon/spa treatments are highly recommended to 
avoid disappointment. Bookings and purchases are subject to VINITAS 
Cancellation, No-Show and Terms of Purchase Policies. If you experience 
high blood pressure, heart condition, allergies or any other medical 
complications, we suggest you consult your doctor before booking salon/spa 
treatments. Smoking and alcohol consumption are not permitted in the 
spa/salon. Consumption of alcohol is not recommended before spa 
treatments. VINITAS reserves the right to refuse entry and treatment to 
anyone displaying signs of alcohol consumption or drug/other substance 
abuse. Children under the age of 18 are not permitted in the salon/spa 
without continuous adult supervision. The salon/spa does not take 
responsibility for loss or damage to any personal or valuable items so it is 
recommended you do not bring jewelery, mobile phones and other such 
items into the salon/spa. The appropriate dress code is neat, casual and 
comfortable clothing. Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to your 
scheduled time to check in and prepare. Appointment times will be reduced 
if you arrive late however the full treatment time will be charged. It is 
recommended males shave about three hours before experiencing a facial 
treatment. You are required to complete a Client Profile Form so the 
stylist/therapist may identify any potential contraindications and customize 
the service to your specific requirements. Information provided will be kept 
confidential in accordance with our strict privacy policy. To maintain a 
relaxing and quiet environment, mobile phones and other electronic devices 



must be turned off before leaving the reception area and must remain 
turned off whilst in the main facility. It is requested you move quietly around 
the salon/spa and use lowered speaking volumes. You may be asked to leave 
if your behavior is negatively impacting the experience of others within the 
spa. You are requested to shower prior to spa treatments. Any jewelery worn 
into the salon/spa must be removed prior to your service. Underwear, swim 
wear or disposable underwear must be worn for all body and wet treatments. 
Please note some muds/oils used during the some treatments may stain 
clothing. You may prefer to remove hearing aids, eye glasses or contact 
lenses for greater comfort during spa treatments, however for safety 
reasons, you should do so once settled, immediately prior to the treatment. 
Please ask your therapist for assistance if required. Please inform your 
stylist/therapist during the treatment if you would like them to change the 
pressure, temperature, lighting or other factor to maximize your comfort and 
satisfaction. Entry to VINITAS is at your own risk and although strict policies 
and procedures are implemented to maximize safety, VINITAS, its employees 
and representatives will not be held liable or accountable for any incident 
experienced by any person entering the premises and/or undergoing 
salon/spa treatments. All prices are inclusive of GST. Prices may change 
without prior notice.
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www.thevinitas.com


